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ustin Lakes is a new land and housing estate located in South
Yunderup, and is owned and developed by Satterley Property
Group. It is situated less than 15 minutes from Mandurah and 45

minutes from the Perth CBD. The estate has around 3000 blocks and
will eventually be home to some 7000 people. The estate is surrounded
by 283 hectares of open space which includes wetlands and nature
reserves. It has public schools, playgrounds and walking trails ... and now
also incorporates the new Austin Lakes Central shopping centre.

As part of the land estate's overall residential and park development,
Satterley engaged KPA Architects to design the new centre which
would create a central retail hub for the surrounding current and future
community. The shopping centre includes a new IGA supermarket,

Cellarbrations liquor store, pharmacy and medical centre, situated
around an external public piazza. The project works also included
pedestrian access ways and paths, car parking, loading dock, services
and landscaping.

Project Architects Libby Pracilio and Daniela Wainstein from KPA
Architects were involved in Austin Lakes Central at different stages of its
development. Libby was responsible for concept design through to
documentation, whereas Daniela oversaw tender, construction
documentation and contract administration. Their brief focussed on
designing a central hub for the community while maintaining the major
retailer's (IGA) own specific brief requirements. In keeping with the
aesthetic qualities and values of the estate, the inspiration for the
architectural design and colour scheme was drawn from the local rural
environment, with interpretations of Australian agricultural iconography
and aerial imagery appearing as key features. 

The layout of the shopping centre itself, was carefully planned to take
advantage of the site's key features without compromising customer
amenity. The central piazza functions as a pedestrian access way
between the shops and the car park, but the visual connection with the
lake and parklands also makes it a pleasant destination for local
residents to meet friends or stop for lunch. On the prominent corner of
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Austin Lakes Central
lives up to its name

(and view)
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the site is a feature tower that was designed to lead the eye on
approach to the centre and to act as an anchor for the building within
the established visual context of the estate – somewhat like the iconic
town hall towers in days gone by.  

Austin Lakes Central has also provided the opportunity for its tenants
(the retailers) to offer the shopping public a unique experience which is
befitting of the centre's location and surrounds. For example, The
Celebrations Liquor store has its own Beer Growler Filling station, and
there are a gourmet café and a deli in the IGA store which has a
beautiful outlook onto a lake. Overall, and compared to most suburban
shopping centres, Austin Lakes Central is positioned in a very unique
retail location.

The construction of the centre uses fairly traditional materials and
methods in its construction, however it is the way in which these
materials have been combined aesthetically that compliments and
enhances the centre. Using a combination of concrete panels, concrete
blockwork, steel, powder coated aluminium, plywood, plasterboard,
Midland Bricks and BGC Grand pavers, the result is a vibrant, attractive
community building. With its rectangular panels of varying shades of
green, light grey and white, its steel columns and beams, slatted timber
and zincalume roof (to the tower) the whole building appears light and
soft, and not overbearing as some shopping centre structures can be.

Austin Lakes Central follows the architectural success of other
shopping centres by KPA Architects. These include the Kwinana
Marketplace, Eaton Fair Shopping Centre Redevelopment, Wattle Grove
Shopping Centre and Waterhall Shopping Centre (also featured in this
edition of Builders Choice Magazine). The company has also been active
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in the area of Aged Care, with notable projects including Bethanie
Gwelup, Koh-I-Noor Contemporary Aged Care and the nearby Peel
Stage 2 Retirement Living.

Builder, Whyte Constructions, specialises in commercial and industrial
construction, having been operational since 1980. With the company's
extensive knowledge in tilt-up construction, Whyte Constructions was
the perfect choice to build this centre. “Even though we were
successful at achieving an outcome that resulted in a wonderful central
community space, a happy client, happy retailers and an ongoing
relationship with the builder, there are always lessons that can be learnt
from every project we work on”, say KPA. “Each of the KPA team
members were able to take away different things to add to our evolving
collective knowledge of retail design and procurement which can be
implemented on our next project”.

“We had such a great team of hardworking, high achieving individuals
(client, retailers, architects, draftspersons, specialist consultants and
contractors) and as a result the project ran very smoothly. If any issues
arose, we were able to work collaboratively to reach a successful
solution”. One such example of this is the prominent tower. To avoid
penetrating the roof sheeting (therefore having the potential for
associated roof leaks), the structural engineers, Andreotta Cardenosa,
designed the structure for the feature tower to sit above the roof
plane. This is concealed behind the parapet wall, so the architectural
language wasn't compromised. This solution and the resulting tower
demonstrate a great collaboration and good communication between
an architect's design intent and a builder's final product ... facilitated (and
resolved) by a specialist consultant, the engineer. 


